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Transform  

Your High School 

Teaching and Learning Spaces and Lessons 

From a Restaurant ‘Traditional Menu’ Design and Curriculum 

 of Separate ‘Silos’ of Teachers-Lecturing and Pouring-Out Knowledge, 

to a Post Modern “Gen-NOW!” Design and Engaging Networked Make Your Own Menus 

of Innovative Student-Centred Learning Hubs! 

 

Many of our “customers” were not liking the menu! 

Like a restaurant whose staff are working tirelessly to succeed, but facing customers not into the design or menu, 

Melba Copland’s Humanities faculty and the school leadership faced the dilemas many high schools around 

Canberra, Australia and the world faced – 

 An aged building with dated furniture, poor paintwork and clumsy, random, separate classroom, staffroom 

and computer lab areas resembling isolated “silo’s” 

 Groups of students either not engaging with the learning, or who were ‘cruising’ and not being extended, 

and others not respecting their learning environments 

 teachers who felt they were managing their students, learning areas and pushing the curriculums rather 

than feeling inspired, excited about teaching and developing their students academically, socially or 

emotionally  

 teachers and leaders feeling they were drowning in escalating workloads learning about the new Australian 

Curriculums and all the planning, scoping, sequencing, writing and trialling required, as well as increasing 

administrative responsibilities and before resources were even researched and ordered! 

Sound familiar?  (In many high schools teachers and students can relate!) 
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It is the School Leaders and Teachers Who Control Their Restaurant’s (ie 

school’s) “Design and uses of space and Curriculum Menus” which will keep 

the customers (ie. students, parents, teachers and middle managers) Happy 

and Successful!  

As a wise Deputy at a local and very successful college puts it “if you run a restaurant and all the customers do not 

like the menu, you can blame them, the location, the government regulations, the media and the markets, OR you 

can work together to change the menu and restaurant set up!”.   

The analogy works perfectly for many high schools – you can invest energy and hours focussing on  

> unsupportive parents,  

> challenging students  

> excessive government and system admin 

> and a lack of resources  

all you want, and you end up in the same place you started, handing your customers (be they students, parents, 

teachers and leaders) day in day out the same tired, crumpled, out of date and sad menu in the same old restaurant 

seating designs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How Can You Change Your School and Faculty’s Restaurant Design and 

Curriculum Menu Approach? 

Melba Copland (a 7-12 Canberra school with a high school and college campus) had a visionary Principal who worked 

directly with three generations of middle managers and the teachers to decide ‘hey, we know we need to update the 

paint, the furniture and accessories in the humanities block, but is it time to change our “menu” and “restaurant 

design” to modern times, and to locations that if we all were going to read a good book, listen to people we respect 
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have a good debate, travel the world using technology or learn about other cultures and languages we would really 

want to in?   

Do we really want the standard high school ‘restaurant’ outfit of separated, isolated ‘silos’ and roomings that create 

segregation and barriers? 

Do we want teachers often at the ‘front’ of a room standing by a board lecturing and ‘pouring’ information into 

groups of students, and trying to hold them all on task the same ways at the same time? 

The teachers and leaders overwhelmingly responded no and set about the task of re-inventing their restaurant 

layout, so that it – 

+ created connected double rooms where team teaching could occur, or so that 1 group could be being ‘taught’ at 

one end, while another group worked at a slower or faster pace at the other, all still together 

+ larger and smaller rooms so that different sized groups had learning spaces which could suit their needs 

+ open areas for small, medium, large and even whole year group learning  

+ large glass windows on all interior walls, between rooms, around the entire wall of the staffroom, and skylights 

around and throughout to let in as much natural light as possible 

+ large smart tv screens in every room, space and wall, double screens in several rooms so a web quest could be 

occurring while a video link was beside it (both live), smaller screens in windows with student ICT learning scrolling 

and ABC24 on with subtitles 

+ wireless routers in all open areas, every room and linked to trolleys of mac laptops, netbooks and ipads centrally 

accessible 

+ a building design and layout that resembles a modern international airport, a sunlit café, a public library, and 

importantly – a range of comfortable, colourful, modern furniture from retro green chairs to bench couches to 

cushion style chairs of several sizes       
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Evidence the Customers (students, teachers, parents and leaders!) Liked the 

new Design and Investment in Modern, Innovative and Student-Centred 

Teaching and Learning Approaches to Space and Technology as our ‘Menu’ 

(curriculum and teaching) Changed! 

 

 

 

 

 

View the following brain scans adapted from Rita Carter's book, Mapping the Mind   

http://www.kaganonline.com/free_articles/dr_spencer_kagan/277/Kagan-Structures-Enhance-Brain-Engagement! 

 

As the photo evidence clearly show, our Humanities block did not just get a new coat of paint and some new 

furniture based on traditional designs, rooming and ways of teaching, with teachers and leaders open to using their 

new spaces, resources and to considering what teaching really is in new ways we created – 

~ flexible learning zones with no “front” of the classroom, and focus on a teacher or board, but instead roving 

facilitators who moved around teaching, guiding and helping students in small groups, pairs and 1 on 1 

~ teaching classes in open spaces, causing a level of trust and freedom that leant itself to students being able to ask 

if they could spread to various corners by windows, sit around on comfortable couches, and assume the learning 

postures they wanted depending on the task so they all were learning their way 

~ from week 1, when the builders were still nailing walls and putting in lighting, teachers of different ages, 

backgrounds and philosophies started experimenting with team teaching in open double rooms, and even the open 

spaces, others allowed students to bring the comfortable furniture into spaces to create tiered seating (surprisingly, 

some challenging boys loved having the café style furniture at the front so the others could easily see from the back 

and being close to where the teacher was start and end of the lessons, they got the first help and support!) 

~ having purchased different shaped, café and airport-style desk combinations for various spaces so one area for 

English and Social Science resembles two giant medieval banquet tables, another has clusters of desks used for 

Language and Culture, yet another has layers designed like a Theatre in the Round which works well for class 

discussion in politics and citizenship, while another has group work tables spread over a double room with middle 

glass walls you can open 

~ having flexible learning spaces, double rooms and open areas, interchangeable modern furniture and trolleys of 

mac laptops, netbooks and ipads the entire Humanities block not only has on a daily and weekly basis – 

- team teaching from years 7 to 10 across three klas 

- student and staff literacy coaching occurring 1 on 1, in small groups and with whole classes 

- Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander support staff tutoring in two rooms 

- A competitions room with student work on show for others to read and non-denominational airport style 

prayer room for students and staff of all faiths 

- Meeting and staff conference rooms 

http://www.kaganonline.com/catalog/brain_based_learning_3.php#DCMM
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- Written and on line survey data showing that students and staff were re-engaging with teaching and learning 

in meaningful ways through the support team teaching, flexible learning spaces, connected ICT resources 

and passionate staff can when they can take risks, and had direct input into the design of the spaces 

- Open learning spaces where 5 local primary schools visited to learn about the ANZACs and recently new apps 

which can teach us Geography skills, also the Minister and Director General have visited (twice!) as well as 

school leaders and suppliers from other high schools, New Zealand, China, Japan and network primary and 

high school Principals 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If your customers – be they the students, parents, teachers or school leaders 

are not liking your school’s ‘traditional restaurant’ design or curriculum menu, 

and it is time for an update of facilities and resources in order to super-charge 

innovation, engagement, collaboration, outcomes and community 

connections, then do not just repaint and reorder, get your teachers and 

students designing and creating! 

To organise a visit and tour of Melba Copland’s new Humanities Daintree 3.0 Virtual Learning Environment 

designed by and for the students and teachers, by the students and teachers, ring 02 6205 6711 or email 

matthew.noonan@ed.act.edu.au during ACT school term time.  

   

 

 

mailto:matthew.noonan@ed.act.edu.au
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Melba Copland 7-12 Secondary School, Canberra 
Humanities Faculty!     
Executive teacher Matthew Noonan 
 
SOSE: Learning for Life! 
Empowering English! 
Languages Matter!  Japanese - French - Spanish - EaLD - Aboriginal and TSI  
Literacy Support, Coaching and Extension Learning 
 

 

Sources: 
http://cevachandigarh.blogspot.com.au/2012/12/normal-0-false-false-false-en-us-x-none.html 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/1569321/Charles-trumpets-traditional-teaching.html 

http://www.kaganonline.com/free_articles/dr_spencer_kagan/277/Kagan-Structures-Enhance-Brain-Engagement! 

http://www.hastac.org/forums/hastac-scholars-discussions/teaching-technologies 

 

 

http://cevachandigarh.blogspot.com.au/2012/12/normal-0-false-false-false-en-us-x-none.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/1569321/Charles-trumpets-traditional-teaching.html
http://www.kaganonline.com/free_articles/dr_spencer_kagan/277/Kagan-Structures-Enhance-Brain-Engagement
http://www.hastac.org/forums/hastac-scholars-discussions/teaching-technologies

